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1. Introduction
Let X be a topological space with i c l a subspace, and let T: (X, A)-*
(X, A) be a continuous map of period p, p an odd prime. We define oriented
equivariant bordism groups with maps of preiod p which are analogues of the
equivariant bordism groups of involutions given by Stong [6]. As a special
case we obtain Z^-bordism groups defined by Conner and Floyd [2].
Our aim is to compute such bordism groups and to catch a clearer view of
their structures.
The main results of this paper are as follows.
In §2 we define (free) oriented equivariant bordism groups O*(X, A, T)
(Ω*(X, Ay T)) and another bordism group JM*(X, A, T), a generalization of the
bordism groups 3ί*=^Σ!χJl
m
{BO{*—m)) of involutions given by Conner and
Floyd in [2,28.1]. And we obtain
Theorem 1. The sequence
...-O,(X, A, T) -^UQ
n
(X, A, T) - Ϊ U Jά
n
{X, A, T) - L ς ι
n
_ ψ % A, τ)->... is
exact, where i* forgets freeness, v is defined by taking the normal disk bundle of the
fixed point sets and 9 is defined by taking boundary.
As a special case we obtain an exact sequence
0 -> Ω* -^> 0*{Zp) -^-> 3l(Z)
The Ω-modules 3ί*(Zp) and O*(ZP) may be given ring structure, and in
this sequence we see that S=\va i* is an ideal of O*(ZP). We then have
Corollary 1. 2. Let Q*(ZP)=O*(ZP)IJ. Then the sequence
0 - O*(ZP) — !
is exact.
* The author was supported by a fellowship from the National Science Council of the
Republic of China during April 1969--March 1970, and then holds a fellowship from
th: United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia from April 1970 to March 1971.
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In §3 we define the Smith homomorphism and obtain
Theorem 2. The sequence
•—>U
n
(XxS\ rxp) JL>
 Άn
{X, T) -Λ. Ω«_2(X, T) JL
->••• ά ^Λαcί, ftΛer£ 7Γ w defined by taking projection and £P is defined by taking
product, ρ=exp {Iπijp).
As a special case we have
Theorem 3. The sequence
0 - Ω
Λ
_X * Ω ^ > Ωn(Zp) > β._ I(Z>) - 0
w exαcί, where 3" is defined by sending [M] into p[M] and π' is defined by sending
[N] into [N]-[S\ p].
This theorem gives immediate corollaries of well-known results discussed
in [2].
In §4 we define weakly complex bordism groups and get some analogous
results obtained in §3 which we list in Theorem 4.
Λ
In §5 we determine the Ω-module structures of O*(Z3) and O*(Z3), and
obtain
OTheorem 5. As free Ω-tnodule, *(Z3)** Σ Ω βk®O*(S1), where Σ Ω &
is a free Γi-module generated by βk=3θko+[M']θ^2+[M8]θko~i+'"1 with M4k,
k=\,2> •••, closed oriented manifolds such that for each k^l, 3α2/5,_1+[M4]α2A,_5
+[M8]a2k-9+--=() in ti*(Z3) where a2k_j=[S2k~\ p] with p=exp (2πiβ), and
with ^o^^t^2"^*] the trivial 2-p lane bundle over a point *; and Q*{Sλ) is the bordism
group of semi-free S1-action formed from O*(Z3) just by replacing Z3-actίon by
semi-free S1-actίon in Q*(Z3). The Ω-module structure of O^S1) has been deter-
mined by Uchida [7], Shίmada and the author [5].
We also obtain
Theorem 6. As free Ω-module, OJZΛ^ Σ Ω μkθOJS1), where μ
o
=
Ar>0
[Z3, σ]y σ the map of period 3 which interchanges elements of Z3i and μk is taken
to be such an element of Q*(Z3) that v(μ^)=βkfor each k^l.
It is a great pleasure to express my thanks to Professor N. Shimada for his
many valuable discussions and suggestions, and also to Professor A. Komatsu
for his helpful advice and criticisms for writing this paper when the author was
a Fellow in the Mathematics Institute of the Kyoto University. The author also
wishes to express his appreciation to Professor F. Uchida who has read the
final manuscript with improvement on some proofs.
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2. Bordism groups with maps of odd prime period
In this section we study the oriented equivariant bordism groups with
maps of period py p an odd prime, which are analogues of the equivariant bor-
dism groups of involutions provided by Stong [6], and as a special case we
obtain Z^-bordism groups given by Conner and Floyd in [2].
Let X be a topological space with AaX a subspace, and let τ; (X, A)-^
(X, A) be a continuous map of period p. A (free) oriented equivariant bordism
class of (X, A, τ) is an equivalence class of triples (MΛ, Ty /) with Mn a compact
oriented differentiable manifold with boundary, T: Mn^Mn a (fixed point free)
orientation preserving diffeomorphism of period/), and/: (Mn, dMn)-*(Xy A) a
continuous equivariant map sending dMn into A. Two triples (MS, T
o
, /0) and
(Mϊ, Tiyfλ) are bordant if there is a 4-tuple {Wn+\ Vny T,f) such that Wn+1
and Vn are compact oriented differentiate manifolds with boundary; dVn=
3MSU-3M? and dWn+1=M%{J -Vn U -M?/3M?U - 3 M ? E E 3 F M ; MS, M?
and Vn are regular submanifolds of 3 W whose orientation are induced by that of
W; T; (Wy V)^(Wy V) is a (fixed point free) orientation preserving diffeormor-
phism of period^ restricting to T
o
 on M
o
 and T
x
 on M
x
\ and/: (Wy V)->(Xy A)
is a continuous equivariant map restricting to f0 on Mo and fλ on M1. Denote
the equivariant bordism class of (M, Ty / ) by [M, T, / ] , and the collection of all
such classes by O
n
(Xy A, T) in which T: M-+M is not necessarily free.
O
n
(X, A, T) is called the group of w-dimensional oriented equivariant bordism
classes of (X, A> T). The group of w-dimensional free oriented equivariant
bordism classes of (X, A,τ) is denoted by Ω
n
(X, A> r) in which every T: M-+M
is fixed point free. An abelian group structure is imposed on Q
n
(Xy A, T)
(Ω
n
(X, Ay T)) via disjoint union. The weak direct sum Q*(X, Ay τ )=
J]O
n
(X, A, T) is a graded Ω-module. From element [Mn, Γ , / ] G 0
n
( I , A, T)
(or ΩW(X, 4^, T)) and a closed manifold F M G Ω M we give an element [MMX F m ,
ΓX l , / o , j G α + w ( ί ^ , τ ) (or ΩΛ + W(^, 4^, T)).
Notice that if X is a point and T is the identity map, then Q*(pt, l)=O*(Zp)
and Ω*(pt, \)=Ω*{ZP) where Q*(ZP) is the unrestricted Z^-bordism group in
which the action is not necessarily free and Ω*(ZP) is the free (i.e., fixed point
free) Z^-bordism group. We also notice that an action of Zp is equivalent to a
map T: M ^ M of period/), so (M, Zp) is replaced by (M, T) to denote a Zp-
manifold in these cases.
Given an equivariant map φ: (X, A, τ)-^[X\ A'y τf) there is associated a
natural homomorphism φ*: O
n
(Xy Ay τ)-^On{Xfy A', τ') given by φ*[Mny T, f]
= [Mny T, <pf]. There is also a homomorphism 3: On(Xy Ay τ)-^0M_1(^4, T)
given by 3[Mw, Ty f] = [3MΛ, T \ 3M, /13M]. Let C denote the category of pairs
with map of period/), (Xy Ay T), and equivariant maps of pairs. We then have
Proposition 1. On the category C of pairs with map of period p and
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equivariant maps of pairs the oriented equίvariant bordism functor {O*(X, A, T),
φ*, 9} satisfies
(1) If φ0, φ1 are equivariantly homotopίc maps, then φox^φi*-
(2) If U is an invariant open set with U Clint A, A closed, then the inclusion
i: (X — U, A— U)^{X, A) induces an isomorphism
ί*: O
n
(X- U,A-U)^ O
n
{X, A).
(3) The sequence
, T) - ^ U Θ
n
(X, , A, r) 1, τ)-> with (A,φyτ)
i j
—> (X, φ, T) > (X, Ay T) ^  inclusions, is exact.
Note. The same is true for the free oriented equivariant bordism functor
{Ω*{Xy Ay T), £>*, 3}. And these oriented equivariant bordisms are equivariant
generalized homology theories on the category of pairs with map of odd prime
period.
We also have
Proposition 2. Ω
Λ
(Z, i , r J ^ Ω ^ Z x S ^ T X p , i χ S M / τ χ p ) where p=
exp (2πi/p) is the action on the infinite sphere ιS°°cCM.
The proofs of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 are entirely analogous to
those given by Stong in [6], replacing involutions and unorientedness by maps
of period p and the requirments of orientability or orientedness, so we omit
the proofs here.
We next define an oriented equivariant bordism group c5H
n
(X, Af T) as
follows, where X is a topological space with i c l a subspace, and T: (Xy A)-*
(X, A) is a map of odd prime period p. An oriented equivariant bordism class
of (Xy Ay T) is an equivalence class of 4-tuple (M*, JV"""1, T, f) with Mn and
JV*"1 compact oriented differentiable manifolds with boundary, ΛίΓM~1 a regular
submanifold of dMn; T; (My N)-+(M, N) an orientation preserving diffeomor-
phism of period p with T \ (dMn— Int iV*"1) fixed point free; and/: (M, N)-*
(X, A) a continuous equivariant map sending N"'1 into A. Two 4-tuples
(MnOyNV\ TQyf0) and (MJ, NT\ Tiyfx) are bordant if there is a 4-tuple
(Wn+\ Vny T,/) such that
i) Wn+1 and Vn are compact oriented differentiable manifolds with
boundary;
T\ (dM-lntN) : fixed
point free
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Mo U — Vn U — M ϊ is contained in ΘPFas regular submanifolds whose orientation
are induced by that of W\ iV0 U — A^ is contained in 3 V as regular submanifolds
whose orientation are induced by that of V, with M
o
f] V=N0 and M1 (Ί V=N1;
ii) T: (W, V)->(Wy V) is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of
periodp restricting T
o
 on M
o
and T
λ
 onM 2 with T \dW— Int ( M o U F U M ) fixed
point free; and
iii) / : (W, V)-^(X, A) is a continuous equivariant map restricting to/ 0 on
Moand/j o n M
Γ
Denote the equivariant bordism class of (ΛP, Nn~\ T, f) by [MΛ, iV*"1, T,/] ,
and the collection of all such classes by <3ί
n
(Xy A, T).
If A=φ, then ΛΓ=φ and [M, N, T,f] = [M, TJ](E<3i
n
(X, r). Therefore
(My T, f) consists of a compact oriented differentiable manifold with boundary,
T: M->M an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of period p with T\dM
fixed point free, and/: M->X a continuous equivariant map. And so the situa-
tion is simpler.
Suppose that ξ: E —>X is an 0(2&) bundle with fibre R2k over a connected,
locally connected, paracompact base, and that T: E->E is a map of odd prime
period p which carries each fibre orthogonally onto itself leaving only the zero
vector fixed. There are then linear subbundles ζ \ Ej->X of ξ,j=l, 2, •••,
(p—\)β with ξ=ξ1-\ \-ξcp-o/2 a n d there exists a complex linear structure on
Ej such that T(EJ)CZEJ and T(v)=p''v for v^Έj where p=exp (lni\p\ [2, 38.3].
Here the centralizer C(ZP)= U(k^x ••• X U(kcp-o/2) in 0(2&) whereΛJ ^hP_Ό/2
=k and we may as well suppose that the structural group of ξ is reduced to
f/(Aχ)x ••• X U(k
cp_Ό/2)y [2, 38.2]. It follows that if T: M-+M is a differentiable
map of odd prime period on an oriented w-manifold, then the structure group of
the normal bundle to the fixed point set F can be reduced on each component of
F to the unitary group.
For given [MM, T, f]<=O
n
(X, A, T), let F
τ
 be the fixed point set of T, and
let F?f2k be the union of the (n — 2A)-dimensional components of F
τ
 which is
orientable. And consider the normal disc bundle π: D(pk)-^F^2k which is
identified with a closed tubular neighborhood of F^2k, and whose orientation is
given as follows. We orient F^2k so that the orientation of the fibre followed
by that of Fτ~2k yields the orientation of D(vk). Let k=kr-\ \-hp-i>/2 and let
T: D(vk)-^D(vk) be the map T(v)=ρJ'v for v^Ej as in [2, 38.3] which coincides
with the restriction of T on the tubular neighborhood of F"?f2k. We now
consider the 4-tuple {D(vk\ D(vk \ dFnτ~2k), TJ) where D(vk \ dFnτ-2k)=D(vk) (Ί 3M.
Obviously, T\dD(vk)—lntD(vk\dFnτ-2k) is fixed point free, so Σ [ # ( * Ά ) >
D(vk\dFnτ-2% T,f] is an element of 3ίn{X, A, r). We may then define a
homomorphism v: O
n
(X, A, τ)-+JHH(X9 A, τ) by v[Mn, Γ,/] = Σ [ % ) ,
D(pk\dFnT-2k)y Tyf]. Notice that for the absolute case, v\ On(X, r)^3ίn{Xy r)
is the forgetting homomorphism.
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We next let [Mny Nn~\ Ty f] e 3ίn(Xy Ay T) and let Mn~1=dMn-Int Nn~\
The triple (Mn~\ T \ Mn~\ f | MΛ"1) is then fixed point free and thus represents
an element of Ω
n
_
x
(X, Ay T). We may then define a homomorphism 3:
3ί
n
(Xy Ay r^a^X, A, T) by 8 [M, N, Γ, /]=[M, T\MJ\M]. Letting i*:
Ω
Λ
(X, A, τ)-*O
n
(Xy A, T) be the homomorphism induced by forgetting the free
condition, we thus obtain the following.
Theorem 1. The sequence
.••-Ω
β
(X, Λ T) - X (?„(*, Λ, T) -^U JA
n
(X, A, T) - L Ω^ίX, A τ)^.. ώ
Proof. It is easy to see that 9z/=0 and ί* 9=0. If [MM, Γ,/] G n
r
(X, Ay r),
is empty so vί*[M, T, f]=0 in JH
n
{X, A, T).
im z* =)ker ^. Let [MM, Ty f] e OW(Z, i4, T) with Σ [D(^), ^(^^ | dFnτ~2k\
/] = 0.in ^
r t ( X , ^ , r). For simplicity, put \M\ N\ Γ , / ] = Σ [ # ( * * ) ,
2fe), Γ,/]. Then there is (ίFM + 1, ΓM, f , / ) such that 9JF=)M/ U -V,
8VZDN\ M'f)V=N'; f: (W, V)->(W, V) is an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism of period^) with f\ M'= T, and with t\ dW— Int (Mf U V) fixed
point free; and/: (Wy V)-^(X, A) is a continuous equivariant map w i t h / | M /
=/. Let Un+1 be formed from M x / U W by identifying ΛΓx 1 and ΛΓ, and
let T: U-+Ube given by Γx 1 U T. The continuous equivariant map/: U->X
is given b y / o ^ o n M x / and b y / o n W. Next let BΛ={(M X 1)—Int N'} uW
by identifying the two copies of N' where W=dW— Int F. Let 7 ' = Γ U t and
let / 7 : 5->X be / u/ . Then (£M, Γ7, /') is fixed point free, so
[Bny T'y f']£i£ln(Xy Ay T). But (Un+\ dMxI{jVy T, f) is a bordism of
(M, Γ,/) and (5, 717,/'). Hence there is [5M, ϊ 1 ' , / ^ ^ ! , Ay r) such that
^[5 W , Γ /,/ /] = [M-, T,/] in
 0 n ( ^ , iί, T).
imi/=>ker8. Let [Λf", JV*"1, Tyf]^JHn(Xy Ay T) with [M^ 1 , Γ |M,/ | i ί ϊ ]
= 0 in Ω ^ ^ I , ^4, T) where MH~1=dM— Int iV. Then there exists
(5Λ, C""1, T7,/7) such that 9C=9M, 9 £ = - M U C / 9 Λ Ϊ Ξ Ξ 9 C ; Γ': (£, C)-^(JB, C)
is an orientation preserving, fixed point free, dirTeomorphism of period p with
T'\M=T\M; and/ 7 : (By C)-^(Xy A) is a continuous equivariant map with
/ ' I M=f IM. Let £ M = — Mn U 5 Λ , identifying the two copies of M, and let T
be given by T l}Tf and / b e given by/ U/7 on 2?. Here notice that Ff=F
τ
.
We then have [£Λ, f, / ] G 0
n
( I , A T) such that v[Eny f, / ] = = Σ [ ^ ( ^ A : ) ,
D(Z^
Λ
|9F5Γ 2*), Tyf] which can be shown to be [Λf, iV, T,/] by the following
observation. Let r + 1 - ( M x [0, 1/2]) U ( U D{vk) X [1/2, 1]) by identifying the
two copies of \jD(vk)χ 1/2. Then dWzD— MxOU( \JD(vk)X 1) U Γ where
V=Nx[0yll2]{J({jD(vk\dFnτ-2k)x[l/2yl] and 9Fz)-iV U(UΰKI3^τ"2*).
Let t : (PΓ, F)—(PΓ, F) be given by Tx 1 and/: (JF, F)-^(X, ^ ) be given by
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fo
πi on both Mx[0, 1/2] and ( UD(vk)X [1/2, 1]. Then Ff=Fτx[0, 1] and
T\dW-lnt(MU U % ) U F ) is fixed point free. Thus (W, V, T, f) is a
bordism of ( UD(vk), \jD(vk\dFnf*% T, f) and (M, N, T, f).
imaiDkerί*. Let [Mn, Γ,/]eΩ,(I, A, T) with ί*[M", Γ,/]=0 in
C,,(X, Λ, T). Then there is (Wn+\ V", T',f) such that QV=dM,dW
= -MΌ V/dM = dV,T'\M= T, f IM=f. Moreover T'\dW-lntV=T'\M
= Tis fixed point free, so [W, V, T',f']^JH
n+1(X, A, r) and d[W, V, T',f]
= [Λf, T, / ] . The theorem thus follows.
Let F
τ
 be the fixed point set of T, and let k=k1-\ h^cί-iϊ/2 We then have
Proposition 3. 3t
n
(X, A, T) **ΣΩ»-#XB{U{k
x
)X - X U(k(p.v/2)),
(F
r
 f]A)xB(Uik,)X X U(kcP-lVj))
Proof. Let [Mn, N"-\ T, / ] e j , , ( l , A, T) and let F ? r 2 t be the union of
the (w—2&)-dimensional components of F
τ
. The normal bundle of Fn-f2l>, vk,
is then a U(k^)X ••• X ί7(A
c/,_1)/2)-bundle classified by a map vk: Fn-f2k-^B(U(k^)
X ••• X U{k
ίp_Όh)) where &=&,H h*cί-iv2 For x(=Fτ, τf(x)=fT(x)=f(x), so
f(x)^F
τ
, inducing a m a p / l ^ : ( F
τ
, dFT)^>(Fτ, FTf]A) where 8 ί 1 τ = F τ n 9 M .
We thus have a map U (/1Fn
τ
-
Zh
 x i»4): U i ^ r 2 * ^ UF τ x B(U(kλ) X - x U(kιp_o/2))
which defines a homomorphism φ: 3ί
n
(X, A, τ)-^ΣΩ
Λ
_2 Λ(F τx5(ί7(i 1)x X
_
Ό/2)), (Fτf]A)xB(U(k1)X'-xU(kcp_Ό/2))) by ^[MM, N»~\ T,. / ] =
Next, for given [ F ^ 2 * , ft]GΩ
κ
_2,(Fτχ5(ί/ft)x ••• X ί/(* ( ,_ 1 ) / 2 )), ( F τ ί l i )
χB(U(k1)x "'X U(kCp-Ό/2))), let fΛ be the complex k vector bundle over F
induced by π2
ogk from the universal bundle γ ^ X ••• X Ύkίp-Ό/2 over B(U(k1)x •••
X U(ktP_Ό/2)). We then have /^r D(ξk)->Fr<Z.X given by πx°gk°π with 7r the
projection of the disc bundle -D^) °f ?A Since there is the natural action of
••• X U(k
cp_o/2) on the complex linear space Ck=Ckιχ ••• X Ck^~^2 and
f
 A)->Γ"-2* is the bundle with fibre CΛ, with Γ: C*-^C* defined by Γ(v)
= pjv for ί)GC*y, then Γ is in the center of U(k^)X X U{kip_Ό/2). Hence there
is induced a Γ: JS-^E1. E is oriented by the usual way. Then T: D(ξk)->D(ξk)
is a differentiable map of period p, preserving the orientation, we may thus define
a homomorphism ψ: Hn
r t _ 2 f e (F T x5([/(^)x ••• x U(kcp_lV2)), (Fτf]A)χB(U(k1)
X - X U(k,p_Ό/2)))^JHn(X, A, T) by ψ(Σ[Vn-2k,gk])=H[D(ξk)D(ξk\dV), T,fk].
Then it is easy to see that ^ 0 ^ = 1 , here we use the fact that FT=VczD(ξk).
Next for any element [M, N, Ty f]<=3in(X, A, T), ψoφ[M, N, T, f] =
Ψ(Έ[Fnτ2\ f\Fnτ2kXvk]) = Έ[D(vk), D{vk\dF«τ-2% T, /oτr] = Σ[Z)(^),
^(^^ I dFn
τ
~
2k), T, / ] . However, we may show that Σ[Z>K)> ^ ( ^ * I &Fr~2*)> Γ, /]
= [M,iV, Γ,/] as follows. Form Wn+1 from M Λ X [0, 1/2] (J( U % ) X [1/2, 1])
by identifying the two copies of D(vk)χ 1/2, with T: (Wy V)->(W, V) given by
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Γ x l and / : (W, V)-*(Xy A) given by foπχ on both of MMx[0, 1/2] and
U % ) x [ l / 2 , 1], where V=Nx [0, 1/2] U( {jD{vk\dFnτ~2k)x [1/2, 1]). Then
(PF, V, Tj) is a bordism of (M, JV, Γ,/) and (yZ>(^), Z)K|3*T 2 *), Γ,/).
The assertion follows.
From the previous arguments we see immediately that the exact sequence
of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following exact sequence: >Ω
n
(X, A, τ)->
OH(X, A,τ)^U Σfrn_2k(FΊ x B{ U{kx) x -. x U(kcp_lV2))y (F7 ΠA)xB( U{kλ) x
X U(k
cp_V2))) • ί W X , A, T ) - ^ . - .
For X a point and T the identity map, this exact sequence becomes
~'->Ω
n
(Zp) - ^ On(Zp) -?-> 3ίn(Zp) Λ+ On^Zp) - ^ -
where JUJiZp)=Σ!fln-ilJίB(U(kί)x - X
Furthermore, we may reduce this exact sequence to a more compact form
and obtain a corollary to Theorem 1 as follows.
Corollary 1.1. The sequence
0 - Ω
w
 - X O
n
{Zp) ^ U 3ln{Zp) -L> ίi^Zp) -> 0
Here ί*: Ωn-^O^Z^,) ά defined by i*[Mn] = [MnxZp, ίXσ] where σ is
the map of period p which interchanges elements of Zp.
Proof. From the exact sequence
> a
n
{Zp) -^U Qn(Zp)-^-+3ln{Zp) >aH.1{Zp) - ^ U ••-, it sufficies to show
that 3: ,3l
n
{Zp)^^ΩJγt_1{Zp) is an epimorphism.
(1) We first show that 3 is a homomorphism of c3ί
n
(Zp) into the reduced
bordism group ύ^Zp). For 3: ^(Z / >)->ΩΛ_ 10βΛ_ 1(Z /,), we shall prove that
for any element Σ[Z)(£
Λ
), T]^3ί
n
(Zp) its image 3(Σ[£>(?*)> T])=^[S(ξk)y T]
is in ύn.^Zp). If 6*: Ω
ίn
_1(Zp)^Ωin_1 is the augmentation defined by £#[M, T]
= [MIT\, £*(Σ[S(&), T])=Σε*[S(ξk), Γ ] = Σ [ S ( f Λ)/Γ] which clearely vanishes
in Ω
w
_!. For Ω* has no element of odd order, and 0=[S(ξk)]=p[S(ξk)/T],
[2, 19.4], [S(ξk)/T]=0. Hence 3 is the homomorphsim 3ln{Z^Cl^Zp).
(2) We go on to show that 3 is an epimorphism. Since {[S2*""1, p]}
generates the Ω-module lί*(Zp), [2, 34.3], any element [Mn~\ T^tί^Zp) can
be written in the form [M*"1, ^ Γ H Σ ^ 2 ' " 1 , p] [Γ f |- 2 <]=Σί['S 2 ί" 1X Vn~2\ pX 1]
where F""2ι>GΩ
n
_2t . Consider now the trivial complex i vector bundle £t :
C'X vn~2i^Vn~2i where Ci is the /-dimensional complex vector space which is
given the action p. Then there is Σ[#(£.-)> P] ^  <3M*(ZP) such that 9 ( Σ [ ^ / ) ι P])
p] = Σ [ 5 2 ί " 1 x F , p x l ] = [M"-1, Γ ] G f l
s
- f t ) . Hence 3 is an
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epimorphism. The assertion thus follows.
The Ω-modules Q*(Zp) and <3A.*{Zp) are graded ring with multiplication
induced by cartesian porduct: [Λf0, T0] [Mly ΓJ = [MoXMx, Toχ ΓJ. And in
the exact sequence
0 -> Ω* - X 0*(Z,) - ^ c^*(Z,) > fi#(Z,) -> 0
if we let J=Ίmi*, S is an ideal of Q*(Zp) since ^ is a ring homomorphism.
Therefore if we let O*(Zp)=Q*(Zp)IJ, then Q*(Zp) is also a ring and we obtain
the following.
Corollary 1.2. Tλe sequence
This short exact sequence is an analogue of the exact sequence
0 -> 7*(Z2) -^31* > m*(Z2) -+ 0
where 3t*=^ft
m
{BO(*—m)) and /*(Z2) is the unrestricted Z2-bordism group
which was provided by Conner and Floyd in [2, 28.1].
3. The Smith homomorphism
Let T: X-+X be an action of Z^,, ^> an odd prime, on a space X, and let Γ:
M->M be a free action of Zp on a closed oriented manifold M. Given
[Mn> Γ , / ] E Ω
Λ
( Z , T) and2m+l>τz, there exists an equivariant differentiable
map φ: (Mn, T)->(S2m+\ p) which is transverse regular on S ^ c S 2 1 " * 1 where
p=exp(2τrί"/p). Let Nn-2=φ-\S2m-1). Then iV is a closed oriented submanifold
of M. The Smith homomorphism Δ: ΩM(X, τ)-^Ωn_2(X, T) is defined by
Δ[MW, TJ]=[N»-\ T\N,f\N].
Letting Λ#: c^ίrt(X, τ)->JHn+2(X, T) be defined by sending [MM, Γ,/] into
[MnχD2, Tx p, f°π1] where D2 is a disk whose boundary is a unit sphere S1, we
then have
Proposition 4. The diagram
commutes.
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Proof. If [Mny Ty /]<=3tn(Xy T), then 9[M, Γ,/] - [ΘMy T\dM,f\dM]
and dι*[My Ty f] = d[MxD2y Txp, foπi] = [d(MxD2)y TxP[d(MxD2)y
fo
πi\d(M X D2)]. We shall show that A[d(M x D2)y Tx p\d{MX D2)y
fo
πi\d(MχD2)] = [dMy T\dM,f\dM]. To do this, we use the equivariant
differentiable map φ: (dM; T \dM)->(S2m+1y p) to obtain an equivariant
differentiable map φ: (θ(MxZ)2), Txp | d(MxD2))-+(S2m+\ p)=(S2tn+\ p)*(S\ p)
defined by
1^ = 1 ,
=l9 t = l ,
where (S2m+\ p)*(S\ p) denotes the join of (S2m+\ p) and (S\ p). We thus
have ^" 1 (5 2 l " + 1 )=9Mx0 > so Δ[8(Mxΰ2), Txp\d(MxD2)y foπi\d(MxD2)]
= [dM, T\dM,f\dM].
If X is a point and r is the identity map, we obtain the following
Corollary. The diagram
3ί
n
{Zp) >ίl
1 * 3
JHn+HZp)—>n»+i(zp)
commutes.
We also have
Proposition 5. For any element [Mny Ty f] in Qn(X, T) we have
"y T,f] = [MnxS\ TχPyfoπi]
in Ω
n+1(Xy r) where v\ On(X> τ)->JMn(X, τ) is the homomorphism defined in the
preceedίng section.
This is a generalization of the case, X=pt.y τ = l , given in [2, 38.6].
Proof. Considering the diagram
and letting [MM, Γ, f]^OH(X, T), we have z^ [MM, Γ,/]=-[MΛ, Γ,/] since i; is the
forgetting homomorphism. We then see that dt*v[M> Ty f\=dv*[M, Ty f]
=d[MxD2y Txpyfoπi] = [MxS\ Txpyfoπi]y this completes the proof.
We next define a homomorphism 3>: Ω
n
(Xy τ)-+Ωn+1(XxS1y rxp) by
" Tf] [MS\ TxPyfxl].
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We also consider a homomorphism π: Ω
n
(XxS\ rχp)-^CL
n
(X, T) defined
by *[M,Γ,/]=[M,2\ *,<>/].
Some of our main results are then obtained in the following.
Theorem 2. The sequence
is exact.
Proof. (1) Δτr=0 and i?Δ=0. Consider the diagram
5> π
n
n
(X, T) > ΩM+1(IX S\τχp) > Ωn+1(Xy T)
l I I
which commutes by definition. Here
Δ: Ω
is a zero map since for any element [M, 71, /] G Ω ^ J x S 1 , τχp) } the map
φ=
io
π2of: M^S'-^S2^1 and S^S2"^1-*?2™-1), so iV=^"1(S2 l l i-1)=φ,
and Δ[M, Γ, /]=0. Hence ΔTΓ^TΓΔ^O and 5>Δ=ΔS>=0.
(2) π&=0. Let [AT"2, Γ , / ] E Ω
Λ
_ 2 ( I , T), then nS\M, T, / ] = [MxS 1,
Γx p, π
x
°(fx 1)]. Notice that π
χ
o(fχ l)=f<>πM, and evidently (MxD\ Tx p,
/oτrM) has boundary (MxS 1, Txp,foπM) so τr£P=O.
(3) imτr3kerΔ. If [MM, J Γ , / ] G Ω M ( I , T) with Δ[MM, T,/]-[iVM-2,
ΓIN, f I iV]=0, there is (V-\ T\ f) such that dV=N9 Tr \ N= T \ N and f'\ N
=f\N. Let Mw=(MΛ-iVxInt£) 2)UFx5' 1, identifying the two copies of
NxS\ with f: Mn->Mn given by TlJT'xp, and with / : M-^Γ given by
?=f\Jg where £ is defined as follows. Let rt: NxS1-^NχD2 be defined by
rt(χ, s)=(x, (l—t)s), then for0=fol=f\NxS1: NxS'^X is equivariantly
homotopic to for1=(f\N)oπN=foπN\NxS1: NxS1-^N-ί->X. The
map£ is given by g^fΌπγ on F x S 1 - N x S x X [0,1) and ^ 2 on iVxS'xfO,!]
defined by g2(x, s, t)=f<>rt(x9 s). Then (M, f, / ) and (M, Γ,/) are bordant.
For if we form Mx I U Vx D2 by identifying NxD2x\ with iVx D2, with action
given by Γ x l U T^X p, and with map Mxl U ΓxZ)2^Xgiven by foπM^ f'°πv,
then 9(Λf x/ U VxD2)= - M{JM, (Tx 1 U T'xp)\M[jM= T\jTy and
(/°7r
w
U/ / o7r
κ
)|ΛΪUM=/u/. Now let Φ=ψ\jπ
s
': (M-Nxlnt D2){J
(Vx S^S1 where ψ is the map defined as follows. Let B=M-Nx Int D2.
Then since φ: Mn->S2m+1 is equivariant and transverse regular on S2m~ι and
JV^-^S2"1-1),
 φ
\B: B-+(Stm+1-S2m-1xInt Σr^iy-xS1 is equivariant.
There is also an equivariant homotopy hxl: D2mxS1-^0xS1^S\ We then
define ψ: B-+S1 by (hχ\)°(φ\B) which is equivariantly homotopic to φ\B.
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We thus have [M, T, / x ^ E ^ f l x ί 1 , τχ p ) such that π[My T, ?xφ]
(4) imΔD kerS>, Let [Mn~\ T , / ] G Ω
Λ
_ 2 ( I , T) such that £P[M, TJ]
= [MxS\ Γxp, /χ l ]=O in Ω ^ ^ x S 1 , τ χ P ) , Then there is (W, T',f)
with ΘW^MxS1, with T'\ W->W an extension of Txpy and with an
equivariant map/': W-^XxS1 extending/. Form (W{jMχD\ T'UTxp,
π
χ
of \Jf°πM) by identifying the two copies of M X S\ Then T'{jTχp\M
= T and π
χ
of/ [j fo
πM\M—f. We shall show that there is an equivariant
differentiable map φ: (W[jMχD2, Tf U Tx ρ)-^(S2m+\ p) which is transverse
regular on S2^1 and φ'1 (52"f-1)=M. If so, we then have [WijMxD2,
T'UTxp, π
x
of'\jfo
πM]e=Ωj(X9 τ) with Δ[^UMxΰ2, T'ΌTxp,
πχ°f U /o7rAf] = [M, Γ, / ] . In fact, the map 9? can be obtained in the following
way. Since W—>Zχ51-^> S1 —*-+ S2m+1 and S^^-OxS'^S^^X
π2
of'
IntZ)2, so if we consider (W—dWxI) > Ox S1 and equivariant maps μt:
MxSl-^Sfl^xS1, 0 < ί < l , then the maps μt define an equivariant map μ\
MχΏ2->S2m-χxΏ2. This implies M x O - S ^ ^ x O . We thus define φ by
ioπ2°f on PΓand μ on M x ΰ 2 . Then ^ : (W{jMχD\ Tf U Tx p)->(S2w+1, p)
is an equivariant diίferentiable map which is transverse regular on S2™"1 and
9>-1(S2l"-1)=M.
(5) im ^3ker π. Let [Mn~\ T, f]^Cί
n
^{XxS\ τχP) such that
π[Mn~\ T, /] = [Λf, T, ^0/1=0 in Ω^^X, T). There is then (Wn, T\ /')
with aiF=M, Γ r I M= Γ, and / r | Λf=τr1o/. Extending M ^ > 51, we have an
equivariant differentiable map φ\ (W, Γ/)->(Z)2, p) and a commutaive diagram
(Z>
W —ί-» Z)
For the regular value y<=D2/ρ—(S1^ U {0}) of ^ , there are/) regular values,
y> P(y)> —> PP~\y)y o f Ψ corresponding to j ; . Let N^^φ-^y, p(y)y •••,
Pp-\y)}. We then have [N, T \NJ'\ N]£Ξd
n
_2(X, T) with & [N, T \NJ'\ N]
= [Nx S\ (T \N)Xp,(f\N)x\] = [M, T, / ] . The last equality follows by
the fact that (W—Nx Int D2, T\ f) has boundary the disjoint union of (NxS1,
(T'\N)Xpy (/'IN)X 1) and (M, T,/). The theorem follows.
Notes. (1) The same arguments may be applied to the relative case and
obtain the exact sequence:
1
, AχS\ T X P ) Λ Ω , ( X , A, r)-^ ΩB_2(X, A, T) >
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(2) Let Ω
n
(X, τ)=ker (Ω
n
(X, τ)^Ω
n
) where the augmentation £*: Ω
Λ
(X, τ)
->«„ is defined by S*[Mn, T, f] = [Mn/T]<=Ω
n
. We then have a split exact
sequence
o - &
n
(x, T) - Ωjix, T) - α, -* o.
To see this, taking any element [ M W ] G Ω « we form (MxZp, l x σ , / ) where σ
is the action of preiod p which interchanges elements of Zp={0, 1, •••, p— 1}, and
/ is given by f(MχO)=χ(=X and f(Mxk)=τk(χ) for β > l . We then have an
element [MnχZpj lXσ,/] of ΩH(X, T). The assignment [Mn]^[MnxZp,
1 X σ, /] induces a homomorphism z*: Ω
n
-^Ω
n
(X, r) such that £*°**=1.
We may reduce the preceding theorem in the following form.
Corollary 2.1. The sequence
T )
exact.
Proof. (1) Let [Mn, T J J E Ω ^ Z X , ? 1 , τ χ P ) . Then [M/Γ]=0, and
τr[M, Γ,/]=[M, T, π^fj^ΩniX, r) also satisfies [M/Γ]=0 in Ω
rt.
(2) Next if [MM~2, Γ,/]GΩ
Λ
.2(I,τ),ff[M, Γ,/] = [MxS1, Γ x P , / χ l ] i n
Ω Λ ^ I X S 1 , TXp). But since MχS1=d(MχD2) and ίl^ has no odd torsion,
O=[MxS1]=j>[MXιS1/ϊ1xp] implies [MxS1/Γχp]=O in nM_x.
If X is a point and τ = l , we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. 7%£ sequence
~->Ω
n
(S\ p)^n
n
(Zp) > Ωn.2(Zp) >tin.1(S\ p)->-
We can now reduce the Corollary 2.2. to an exact sequence in which only
free Z^-bordism groups and the Thorn groups are concerned, and from which
some well-known properties of Ω,
n
(Zp) are derivable.
Theorem 3. The sequence
0-^Ω,.! • Ω
n
.
λ
 • Ω
n
{Zp) • Un_2(Zp)->0 is exact, where &\ ΩH_X-+ΩH_X
is defined by 5 ) / [M Λ - 1 ]=^)[M w - 1 ] and πf\ Ω
n
_^Ω,
n
(Zp) is defined by n'[Nn~l]
= [N] [S\p].
Proof. We first recall that Ω,
n
(S\ p) ^n^S'/p). This is induced by
θ[Mn, TJ]=[Mn/Tj] where/: M/T^S'/p is induced from/ in the following
diagram:
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M -i-> S1
Also, UniS^p^U^S1)^^^. We now have Ά
n
(S\ p)(*sΩ
n
-i, so consider
next the following diagram
The theorem then follows by showing that the homomorphism Δ: Ω
U*(Zp) is an epimorphism, and the homomorphisms S>/ and π' are compatible
with 3? and π respectively. The homomorphism Δ is surely an epimorphism
[2, 34.9]. Consider next the diagram
where ί#: ΩΛ_1->ΩII_1(Z^) is defined by i*[M] = [MχZfi, 1 X <τ] and μ: Ω^S 1, p)
θ X
—>Π
Λ
_i is defined by \oθ: Ω
n
(S\ p) • βM(5γp) • £ln_x with λ the map
defined by sending [MΛ, A]ef2M(57p) to [Λ^n"1=^-1(*)], *eS x /p being a regular
value of h. Taking any element [ ! ] £ ( ] „ _ ! , we have 5 )o^[M] = [MχZ/>x*S f l,
lXσXp, 7Γ
s
i] which is equivariantly diffeomorphic to [ M x Z ^ x S 1 , 1 XσX 1,^ J
by an equivariant diffeomorphism φ defined by φ(x> k, t)=(x> k, p~k(t)). The
map^: MxZpχS
1
-+S1 is defined by g(x, k> i)=ρ*(t). We then have a com-
mutative diagram
S 1 — S1
MxS1
where g=yoπ2. And so ^MxZ^xS
1
, 1 XσX 1, ^]=[Mx5 1,
Moreover λ[Mx5S | ]=[ |->(*)=MχZ
ί
]=^[M]. Hence
=5"[Λf].
Finally, in the diagram
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where K: Ω
n
_1->Ω,n(S1, p) is an isomorphism defined by κ[N'\=[NxS1, lxp, τr2],
we have πκ[N]=π[NxS\ lxp, π2]=[MxS\ lXp]=[N]-[S\ p]=τr'[iV].
Since κ=μ~1 the assertion follows.
This theorem yields immediate corollaries, which are well-known results
shown by Conner and Floyd in [2] in different way.
Corollary 3.1. For β >0, Ω2k(Zp)=0.
Proof. Since Ω2k-\ consists of 2-torsion, it is seen that 3?' is an epimorphism
and π'=0. We thus get Ω2*(Z,)«Ω2jk_2(Z,)« **ilo(Zp). But since
Ω0(BZp)^Ω0(pt.)=ΩQ, we have HO(ZP)=Q. Hecne U2k(Zp)=0 for all
Corollary 3.2. For k^O, aik+3(Zp)^Ω,Ak+1(Zp).
Proof. Since Ω4Λ+2 consists of 2-torsion, the result follows immediately.
Corollary 3.3. The sequence
?-> nik+1(Zp) • Άa-i(Zp)-*0 is exact
4. Weakly complex bordism groups
Being given a 2^-plane bundle ξ over a space X, a complex structure for ξ
is a homotopy class of maps / mapping each fiber of ξ linearly into itself and
having/2— — 1. If X is a finite dimensional CW complex and if ξ is a real n-
plane bundle over Xy a weakly complex structure for ξ is complex structure for
the Whitney sum, ξ+82k~n of ξ and the trivial (2k—τz)-plane bundle, 2Λ--2> dim
X; this is independent of k. A weakly complex oriented manifold is a pair
consisting of a differentiable oriented manifold M and a weakly complex structure
on the tangent bundle of M. Let G be a compact Lie group acting differentiably
on M. If ζΊ E-^M is the tangent bundle to M, then G acts on the Whitney sum
ζ-\-S2k~n as a group of bundle maps, acting trivially on the trivial bundle.
An invariant complex structure is a complex structure which commutes with the
action of G. A wealky complex action of the compact Lie group G on the
differentiable manifold M is a pair consisting of a differentiable action of G on
M and an invariant weakly complex structure for the action. Consider a free
weakly complex action of Zp on a closed manifold M denote the pair by (M, T)
where T: M-+M is a map of odd prime period. There is a natural equivariant
Zp-bordism group of such pairs, denoted by Ci%(Zpj. The weakly complex
bordism groups of the form Cί%(X) and Ω%(X, T) are also constructed in the
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same way. As in the case of Z^-bordism groups, we have
and as an Ω^-module, a generating set of Ω%(Zp) is given by {[S2*"1, /)]},
p-exp (2πi/p), [1, p. 63].
We can also introduce the Smith homomorphism Δ: Ωn(Zp)->Ωn-2(Zp) as
follows. Given [Mn, T]^Ω%(Zp) and 2mJrϊ>nf there is a unique equivariant
homotopy class of equivariant maps φ: (Mn, T)->(S2m+1, p) which is transverse
regular on the invariant S^^aS29"*1. Let
 9)-1(S2m"1)=iV11"2. The closed
invariant submanifold N c M has a trivial complex normal bundle. An invariant
weakly complex structure on N is uniquely determined by this normal bundle
together with the weakly complex structure on M. The Smith homomorphism
Δ: ΩX(X, τ)-Ω£-
a
(Jr, T) is denned by Δ[M, T,f]=[N, T\N,f\N].
We then obtain some results analogous to those of the preceding section,
we now collect them in a theorem.
Theorem 4. The following sequences (l)-(5) are exact,
(1) :.-»ΩX(XxS\ rxp) -ϋU ΩX(X, T) - A ΩjL
a
(jf, T)
(2) ..
Λ Ω5L(Z)(3) .~
(4) O- ^
7Γ7 Δ
(5) 0-^flδ/pΩS > Ωδ+iίZ^) > β^.^Z^-^O. H^ ^ also have
(6) F o r * > 0 , ί W * ( ^ H 0 .
Proof. The assertion (6) is proved by the fact that Ω^-i=0, [4, Cor. to Th.
3], and (1)—(5) are verified in the same way given in the preceeding section.
5. The Ω-module structures of Q*(Z3) and O*(ZS)
Λ
In this section we compute O*(Z3) and Q*(Z3), and determine their Ω-
module structures.
We shall use several facts shown by Conner and Floyd in [2, 46.1-46.3].
Consider the generating set \a2k_x: k=ί, 2, •••} for Ω,*(Z3) where a2k_1
= [S2k~1y p] and ρ = e x ρ (2πi/3). There exist closed oriented manifolds M 4 / r,
k=ίy 2, ••• such that for each k>
β2k-! = la2k-ι+[MA}a2k_s+[M«}a2k_9+ ~ = 0
in β*(Z 3). And Ω,*(Z3) is isomorphic as an Ω-module to the quotient of the
free Ω-module generated by a19 a3y ••• by the submodule generated by βly β3, •••.
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We shall need three bordism groups of S ^actions, Ω^S 1 ) , a bordism group
of free ^-action, O^S1) and Jtt^S1), two bordism groups of semi-free S^-actions
which are entirely analogues of the bordism groups Ω*(Z3), O*(Z3) and 3l*(Z3)
studied in §2. They are just formed from the latters by replacing Z3-actions by
S ^actions. For such bordism groups we have an exact sequence
0 -> O^S1) - Λ JH^S1) - L n^S1) - 0
which is verified in the same way given in §2, (cf. [7]), where the homomorphisms
v and 3 are entirely analogues of v and 3.
Meanwhile we have obtained in Corollary 1.2 the exact sequence
0 - 0*(Z3) - ^ JK*(ZJ - ! » β*(Z,) - 0
where O*(Z3)=Q*{Z3)I<3 and S is an ideal of 0*(Z3) which is generated by
[Z3, σ].
Consider now the following diagram
0 —
O^S1) >
Λ * V
B
n
JM*(Z3
9
3
0
l λ
β*(Z3)1
0
:er λ
1 — 0
— 0
where λ is the homomorphism defined by sending an S '-action [M, T] to a Z3-
action [M, T]. B will be defined in the following.
We also need some results given in [5]. First, we have
a free Ω-module generated by σ 2 Λ _ 1 =[S 2 *" 1 , τ0] where τ0 is the usual free 5 1 -
action on S2*"1 given by τQ(t,(z0, z19 •••, 2r2Λ_1))=(te0, tz19 •••, tz2k_x\ t<=S\
Next, we need the fact that
^ ( S 1 ) = JH*(Z3) = ΣΩ ί(flί/(ft)) = Cl[θ0, θί9 θ2, ...]
is a polynomial algebra in θOy θlf •••, where #o
=[£2~^*]> ^2-^* is the trivial 2-plane
bundle over a point *, and θi=[η-j>CP(i)]y η-*CP{ι) is the complex line bundle
over an /-dimensional complex projective space CP(i) induced from the universal
bundle over BU(1) by the inclusion i: CP(i)-+BU(l).
We then see immediately that
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a free Ω-module, where j3k=3azk_.1+[M4]a2k_B+[M*]a2km.9-\-»-, and
/ff
rt-i=0 in Ω*(Z3).
Let /9
Λ
 be defined by
and let
a free Ω-module, which is evidently a submodule of J^C*!?1)-
We then have
Lemma 1. ^(O^S1)) Π £ = {0} .
Proof. Since 9(0o)=ff2*-i, d($k)=βk which implies 91B: B^K. Assume
now that V(O*(S*)) and 5 have a non-zero element, say «, in common. Then
a^vζO^S1)) implies d(a)=0. The same element #Φθ in B, which is isomorphic
to K, implies V(a) Φ 0 in K. This is a contradiction. The assertion thus follows.
Lemma 2. v{O*{Zz))=B®v(O*{Sr)).
Proof. The diagram
o - 04sx) — JH*(s 0 — > a*(sx) - 0
=
 l λ 90 - S*(Z3) ^U 3
commutes, and c3ί^(S1)=3ί^i(Z3). Hence
= ker (λ°9) = θ-^ker λ) -
But βnKO*( s l ) )={0} by Lemma 1, we thus have
Λ
We may now have the Ω-module structure of O*(Z3) as follows.
Theorem 5. 0*(Z3) « Σ Ω /SaθC^S1) as free Q-module.
We go on to study the Ω-module structure of O*(Z3). Let μo—[Z3, σ], and
let μk be an element of O*(Z3) such that v(μ^=βk for each Λ> 1.
We then obtain the following
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Theorem 6. (5*(Z3)^ Σ Ω μkθO^S1) as free Ω-module.
Proof. We already have the exact sequence
0 -> Ω* - X O*(Zt) - ί U JK*(Z0 -^* ti*(Z3) -> 0 ,
(Corollary 1.1). And from the construction of $k and μk, it is evident that
v: Σ Ω ^ Σ Ω iδik. Recall that 0*(Z3)=0*(Z3)/J, J = Ω [Z8, σ]=Ω μ0,
*>1 *>1
so 0*(Z3)«Ω μ o +( Σ Ω ^ΦO^iS 1 )) . But Ω μo=ker ι/, we thus have
0*(Z3) « Ω . / Z O Θ C Σ Ω /^ΘONOS 1 ) )
The theorem follows.
REMARKS (1) The Ω-module structure of O*(Sx) is determined by Uchida
in [7] and independently by us in [5]. The result is as follows. For any element
[Mn, T J G O ^ S 1 ) , consider (Jlfxfl2, l χ τ 0 ) and (MxD\ rχτ0) where τ0 is the
usual S'-action on D\ Then d(MxD\ 1 xτ
o
)=(Mx S\ 1 X τ0) and 3(MχD 2 ,
τχτ
o
)=(MxS1y τX τo) are equivariantly diίFeomorphic by an equivariant
diffeomorphism φ: MxS'-^MxS1 denned by φ(x, t)=(t(x), t), [2. P. 119].
And form (MM+2, τ') from (MχD\ 1 χτ 0 ) U ( - M χ Z ) 2 , τ χ τ 0 ) by identifying
(MxS\ 1 Xτ0) and (MxS\ τ χ τ 0 ) via φ. We may then define an Ω-map Γ:
OJtS^On+JtS1) by Γ[M", τ] = [Mw + 2, r']. Let σ,= [CP(i+l), T], τ(ί,[ar0, ^ ,
- , ^+J)=[too, «i, -•> ^ + J , ί G S 1 . ThenF
τ
=CPί0U{a point} and v(
σi)=
θi—θ^1. And using such [CP(ί+l), T J E O ^ S 1 ) and Γ, we have
O * ^ 1 ) ^ Σ Ω.ΓΌ(σίi...σJ/)
as a free Ω-module.
(2) The Theorem 6 gives a partial answer to the statement of Conner and
Floyd in the last page of [3].
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